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Strongrip-JTM

Use 2 hands to operate while putting all 
of your strength into cutting process

● Press down with one hand over the top of knife and grip the 
handle with the other hand. This will give more control and force 
when cutting into materials. 
● Convenient size to use with both hands and to fit tool pouch.
● 1.0mm thick tempered stainless steel blade sleeve. Outstanding 
blade durability.
● The new blade sleeve feature which supports the edge of blade 
prevents blade breakage.

For best usage: Caulking materials, insulation 
materials, drywall and plywood.

● Strong, stiff 0.65 mm thick blade
● Sturdy 22 mm wide blade
● Snap-off line pitch is 1.0mm
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Art.Nr. ABC EAN

CB62H/B1 22mm 10 ENDURA-BLADE TM 10 100 4975364 021557

Art.Nr. ABC EAN

DC690-Y1-10 22mm 10 ENDURA-BLADE TM 6 24 4975364 112507

HARDTM

Ultra-hard tempered blade sleeve, 
3.5 times stronger than standard models.

Non-slip elastomer-grip 
for secure grip

Tether to a lanyard.



Art.Nr. ABC EAN

DFC670N-W1
25mm 2 RAZAR BLACK BLADE™ 6 60

DFC671N-W1 4975364 112521

4975364 112514

25mm

HARDHARDTM SHARPSHARPTM

Fully tempered blade sleeve with multi-function fin end. 
Can be used for opening, fastening and prying. 

Grip form
Newly-designed 2 colored 
grip to fit in one's hands

In-handle blade 
storage
Up to 2 spare blades can be 
loaded inside the grip

New high precision blade-slid-
ing feature.
Slider movements can be felt in hand when moving back 
and forward. Compared to existing slider feature, this 
tool gives more precise feeling from the grip to hand.

1.0mm thick tempered blade 
sleeve with fin end
The hardness of tempered blade sleeve is more than 
double of existing stainless steel blade sleeve. The tip of 
blade sleeve is resistant so it won't get damaged easily 
from heavy use and fall. 
The fin end is designed to be useful when opening, 
fastening and prying. 

Extended blade sleeve 
supports the edge of 
blade and it prevents 
blade breakage. 
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